CBS Adventures Abroad

Isique Yang // Malawi

What did you learn or gain from your time abroad?
My time abroad was something that will stay with me for the rest of my life, it opened my eyes to just how little of the world I’ve seen and has given me the desire to go out and try to explore more of it and connect with different people from different places to learn about their life, lifestyles and just get to know them on a personal level!

Why should CBS students go abroad?
I think that CBS students should go abroad because it gives you the chance to see and experience something in a way that a textbook or video just cannot capture. It not only helps you grow as a global citizen but also opens your eyes to the possibility of things. The different perspectives you learn about, really help you affirm what values you hold and can help shape new values within you.

What about the program appealed to you the most?
The most appealing thing about this program was the amount of ambiguity regarding just what we would do. It wasn’t due to the lack of information but simply due to the sheer amount of the program that was shaped by those who composed it. I was also interested in the dynamic of the program that allowed for interaction with individuals from Australia National University (ANU).

Student Scoop

Major: Neuroscience

On how he would describe his experience in five words:
Life-changing, Unforgettable, Precious, Irreplaceable

On what was the easiest thing to adjust to was:
Surprisingly the food there was very similar to the food that I ate at home (rice, fish, tomatoe based dishes) so I was able to adjust comfortable to the meals, which was something that caused many a dilemma early on in the trip to those who weren’t as fortunate to adjust as fast.